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rando modelling of 27Al NMR in
zeolites: the effect of temperature, topology and
water†

Chen Lei, Andreas Erlebach, Federico Brivio, Lukáš Grajciar, Zdeněk Tošner,
Christopher J. Heard * and Petr Nachtigall ‡

Solid state (ss-) 27Al NMR is one of the most valuable tools for the experimental characterization of zeolites,

owing to its high sensitivity and the detailed structural information which can be extracted from the spectra.

Unfortunately, the interpretation of ss-NMR is complex and the determination of aluminum distributions

remains generally unfeasible. As a result, computational modelling of 27Al ss-NMR spectra has grown

increasingly popular as a means to support experimental characterization. However, a number of

simplifying assumptions are commonly made in NMR modelling, several of which are not fully justified.

In this work, we systematically evaluate the effects of various common models on the prediction of 27Al

NMR chemical shifts in zeolites CHA and MOR. We demonstrate the necessity of operando modelling; in

particular, taking into account the effects of water loading, temperature and the character of the charge-

compensating cation. We observe that conclusions drawn from simple, high symmetry model systems

such as CHA do not transfer well to more complex zeolites and can lead to qualitatively wrong

interpretations of peak positions, Al assignment and even the number of signals. We use machine

learning regression to develop a simple yet robust relationship between chemical shift and local

structural parameters in Al-zeolites. This work highlights the need for sophisticated models and high-

quality sampling in the field of NMR modelling and provides correlations which allow for the accurate

prediction of chemical shifts from dynamical simulations.
Introduction

For decades we have been trying to understand chemical
processes at the molecular level. Achieving such a goal requires
systematic improvements in the models used to describe the
processes in terms of atomistic details: knowledge of the
structure of the catalyst active site and understanding the
mechanisms of individual reaction steps. Such conceptual
understanding is being built from the wealth of both experi-
mental and computational contributions, particularly from the
studies where they strongly overlap. Due to the enormous
computational expense of using accurate models that describe
reactive events at operando conditions,1 the best synergy
between experiment and theory has been achieved for “ideal-
ized” situations: using lower pressure (only the minimum
number of reacting molecules present), lower temperature, and
a simplied chemical composition of the reaction mixture.
While the experimental studies of the processes at operando
r Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Charles

Republic. E-mail: heardc@natur.cuni.cz

tion (ESI) available. See DOI:

the Royal Society of Chemistry
conditions are well established, computational counterpart
studies are in general lagging behind.

The detailed knowledge of aluminium distribution and their
local environments in zeolites is among the grand challenges in
zeolite science today.2–5 Neither the distribution of individual Al
atoms among crystallographically independent framework sites
nor the relative positions of two framework Al atoms can be
obtained from experiments in general (except in specic cases
such as Al pairs separated by just a single SiO4/2 tetrahedron). It
is generally accepted that solid-state nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (ssNMR)6,7 is the most promising technique to deliver
critical information about framework aluminium and by
extension, the catalytic properties.8–15,17 However, the interpre-
tation of spectra are mostly based on models that rely on
numerous assumptions which are not sufficiently justi-
ed.16,18,19 The use of static, athermal calculations, derived from
local structure optimizations allows for highly accurate solu-
tions of the Schrödinger equation, in which exchange and
dispersion contributions are properly considered. However,
these popular methods are unable to capture the effects of
dynamic sampling over many microstates and generally require
simplication of the model with respect to experiment. In
general, computational models oen fail to take into account
various aspects of experimental conditions, including: (i)
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9101–9113 | 9101
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Fig. 1 The scheme of operando modeling of 27Al ssNMR for zeolites.
Such operandomodel provides reliable data to understand structure–
chemical shift correlation as well as effects on ssNMR spectra,
including zeolite topology and composition, hydration and thermal
motion.
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idealized chemical composition, mostly neglecting water and
oen neglecting even charge-compensating cations, (ii)
temperature and entropy effects are not considered at all or they
are severely approximated and (iii) time-averaged properties are
substituted by single value obtained for the minimum on the
potential energy surface (PES). While such an approach helps us
to build the conceptual understanding of the problem, at the
same time, it limits the space within which our understanding
and chemical intuition is formed.

The experimental solid-state NMR spectra of 27Al in zeolites
are typically obtained for zeolite samples that are exposed to
ambient conditions before their NMR spectra are taken. Such
zeolite samples contain some amount of water that is readily
adsorbed in the vicinity of extra-framework cations when
zeolites are exposed to the air. The NMR spectra are acquired
over time in the order of ms. It follows that the water affects NMR
characteristics: rst, it may decrease the coordination of the
cation with framework oxygen atoms adjacent to Al, second, it
may form additional hydrogen bonding interactions with the
framework, third, it may interact as a Lewis acid directly with Al
sites, changing the coordination environment around Al
centres. These effects were not systematically investigated so far
except some early studies20,21 showing for MCM-58 that models
considering different extent of hydration provides qualitatively
different ordering of T1–T4 sites.

The NMR characteristics depend on the electron density on
the nucleus, which depends in turn on the geometry in the close
vicinity of Al. This is determined by extra-framework cations,
their hydration and thermal motions, in addition to the zeolite
topology. The most realistic model for the NMR characteristics
should therefore be based on tensors averaged over the course
of MD trajectory performed for a sufficiently long time upon
a sample with a realistic composition (Fig. 1).22,23 Temperature
effects and vibrational averaging of chemical shis have been
investigated for organic molecules and molecular crystals,
showing good agreement with experimental data.24–27 It follows
that the operandomodel1 for zeolite NMR must have a chemical
composition as close to the experimental sample as possible,
including Si/Al ratio, extra-framework cations and degree of
hydration. Such operando modelling is computationally
demanding and to the best of our knowledge it has not per-
formed for 27Al NMR in zeolites, save for the work from van
Speybroeck et al.;28 instead static and rather simplistic models
(e.g., models employing a continuous background charge
replacing the extra-framework cation) were mostly used.16,19,29,30

It is the primary goal of this manuscript to establish the reli-
ability of such models and devise a robust computational
protocol for accurate and efficient NMR calculations. On
examples of CHA and MOR zeolites with various Si/Al ratios it is
shown that position of the chemical shi maxima depends not
only on the topology of the zeolite framework but also on the
type of charge compensating cation of (AlO4/2)

− tetrahedron,
including level of hydration of the particular cation. It is shown
that a single framework Al can show two distinctly different
chemical shis if charge compensated by cations in different
channels, or if the level of hydration, or available void space,
allows for hydration in one channel but not in the other.
9102 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9101–9113
A major step towards better understanding of 27Al ssNMR
has been brought recently in a systematic investigation by
Holzinger et al.,31 focusing on several important model
parameters including the choice of exchange–correlation func-
tional, basis set, unit cell size and the type of cluster and peri-
odic models adopted. All calculations were based on the models
which do not explicitly consider the extra framework cation.
Thus, the framework charge remained negative without any
compensation (cluster models) or it was charge-compensated by
a positive background charge (periodic models). Such models
are oen denoted as “background-charge” (bgc) models.
Considering all important conclusions drawn by Holzinger
et al., our goal is to go beyond the bgc model and towards an
operando model, mimicking the experimental situation as
closely as possible, and to show that this is necessary.

Models and methods
Zeolite models

Only the most important models and method characteristics
are described in the text, more details can be found in ESI.†
Calculations were performed with various models of MOR and
CHA zeolites. Models are characterized by 3 key parameters: (i)
character of the charge-compensating ion (Na+, H+ or bgc); (ii)
degree of hydration; and (iii) temperature. The adopted
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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notation ABC(n)jMjxw is dened as follows: ABC denotes zeolite
framework and n= Si/Al is the silicon–aluminum ratio; M is the
charge-compensating cation and x is the number of water
molecules explicitly considered in the unit cell (UC). Individual
types of models are shown in Fig. S3.† Models relying on
background charge are denoted bgcj0w and no water is explic-
itly considered (only static calculations and “non-averaged”
d values are reported). Models representing completely dehy-
drated Na- and H-form of zeolites are denoted Naj0w and Hj0w,
respectively. Models representing hydrated Na-zeolite and H-
zeolites are denoted Najxw and Hjxw, respectively. For more
details about the models see Fig. S3.† Unless stated otherwise,
a water density of 1 g cm−3 in zeolite channels and cavities was
used for zeolite hydration. This corresponds to 6 and 5 water
molecules in the UC for MOR and CHA, respectively.

The effect of temperature is considered by means of ab initio
molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulation (order of tens of ps) and
averaging the NMR tensors for 100–500 structures selected
equidistantly along the MD trajectory. Corresponding chemical
shis and models are denoted as d and ABC(n)jMjxw, respec-
tively. These quantities will be referred to as “dynamic” as they
are based on MD simulations and averages of shielding tensors
obtained for structures populated at a given temperature.
Unless stated otherwise, UC cells consisting of 12 and 24 T-
atoms were used for CHA and MOR zeolites, respectively (the
effect of the UC size has been considered, in terms of cell
optimization and supercell size, and is described herein). The
structures and numbering schemes of both zeolites are shown
in Fig. S2.†

Methods

Geometry optimization as well as AIMD simulations (Born–
Oppenheimer molecular dynamics, BOMD) were performed at
the DFT level with the Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP) with the projector-augmented wave (PAW)
pseudopotentials.32–35 The energy cut-off was set to 700 eV, the
wave function convergence to 10−6 eV, and forces convergence
criteria for geometry optimization to 0.01 eV Å−1. The Brillouin
zone was sampled using a 1 × 1 × 2 k-point grid for MOR,
which was deemed via convergence tests to be sufficient, and
the Gamma point was used for CHA. We used the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)
functional36 and included the description of dispersion forces
according to the Becke-Johnson (BJ) damping model37 (PBE +
D3). While PBE functional is known for bulk water over-struc-
turing,38 it is comparable to other GGA functionals for the
description of water clusters and the quality of description is
improved by the BJ damping correction.37 The structures are
optimized with cell constraints xed to the optimal value for
one model within the zeolite class. For example, the xed cell of
CHA uses the optimized parameters of the CHA(11)jNaj5w
system, which is due to two reasons: (i) the optimized CHA(11)j
Naj5w model has a similar cell volume to the model from IZA
and is thus close to both experimental and other computational
studies; (ii) a systematic variation of the volume of CHA showed
that the slight change that occurs upon optimization (<20 A3)
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
does not dramatically affect the 27Al chemical shi (<2 ppm
shi) (Fig. 4). This is discussed thoroughly in the Discussion
section below. Based on the CHA tests, the model from the IZA
database is used for MOR.

The AIMD trajectory simulations were performed with an
energy cut-off for the plane-waves of 400 eV at 300 K within the
canonical NVT ensemble, using a 0.5 fs time step and a Nosé–
Hoover thermostat. Well-equilibrated trajectories of between 20
and 50 ps were carried out for each simulated system.

The NMR tensors were calculated with GIPAW (gauge-
including projector augmented-wave method) as implemented
in the CASTEP program suite.39,40 We used the PBE functional
revised for solids (PBEsol)41 for NMR calculations. An energy
cutoff of 700 eV and k-point sampling set of 2 × 2 × 2 for CHA
single cell and 1 × 1 × 2 for MOR single cell were used to
converge the total energy below a threshold of 10−8 eV per atom.

To relate the experimental chemical shi dexp and calculated
chemical shielding scal, we used a linear regression based on
four experimental values obtained for Al(acac)3 and three
hydrated zeolites in acidic form, considering both tetrahedral
and octahedral aluminium (see Fig. S4 and further related
discussion in the ESI for more details†):

dexp = 1.116scal + 609.72 (1)

The deviation of the slope from 1 must be interpreted as
a systematic error due to the model and/or method used in the
calculations of the chemical shielding tensor but partially also
to the uncertainties in the assignment of a particular structure
to a particular signal. Nonetheless, the slope obtained for the
correlation (based on relatively few data) is within the precision
obtained previously for other elements42 and the −1.12 value
reported for 29Si.43

A linear regression was adopted to describe the relationship
between (physically interpretable) geometrical descriptors and
27Al chemical shielding, employing structural features selected
by the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO).
LASSO is a regularized linear regression method that limits the
model complexity to the most relevant input features in order to
avoid overtting. Here, the LASSO regression (see Table S1,
Fig. S1† and Fig. 5 for details)44 used twelve initial input features
and more than 1400 DFT values from MD trajectories with
various models of MOR and CHA. Calculation of structural
features and LASSO regression used the python packages
Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE) and Scikit-learn,
respectively.45
Results
Critical comparison and validation of models

To gain an insight into the importance of individual model
parameters for calculated chemical shis we performed calcu-
lations with different models of increasing complexity. Models
are chosen to allow for discussion of individual parameters
separately: effects of explicit cation, cation solvation and of
temperature. Therefore, chemical shis were calculated for
each of four distinct positions of Al in MOR with Si/Al = 23
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9101–9113 | 9103
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Fig. 2 Chemical shifts calculated for MOR (Si/Al = 23) with various models; the bgc model is shown in a gray frame and corresponding d values
are shown on the same color background. The completely dehydrated and hydrated models with Na+ charge-compensating cations are shown
in yellow and green frames, respectively. Static d and dynamic average hdi values of the NajMOR(23)j6wmodel are shown on a lighter and darker
green background, respectively, with the experimental range of MAS-NMR (from ref. 13 and 14) overlaid in orange and the value of the peak
maximum from MQMAS NMR, for which the effect of quadrupolar coupling is removed,6 as a dotted line.14 Competition between fully and
partially solvated cations is given for Al in T3 position. It is shown that solvation of Na+ cation residing on the intersection of interconnecting cavity
and 12R channel (denoted T3*) and in the limiting 8R channel along [001] (denoted T3) is rather different and is reflected by a large difference in
Na–Al distances and a 4 ppm difference in chemical shifts. Note: in MOR(23)jNaj6w the fully hydrated Na+ cation is distinguished with an
asterisk(more details are shown in Fig. S6†); there are two T1 configurations in MOR(23)jNaj0w within 1.0 kJ mol−1 of each other, so both are
shown (shown in Fig. S5†).
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(Fig. 2 and Table S2†). Four models were considered: (i) the
simplistic background charge MOR(23)jbgcj0w model (without
an explicit extra-framework cation), (ii) the MOR(23)jNaj0w
model with explicit Na+ extra-framework cation at the position
obtained by geometry optimization of an exhaustive set of initial
congurations, (iii) the MOR(23)jNaj6w model with Na+ extra-
framework cation solvated by 6 water molecules at the geom-
etry of minimum-energy structure obtained by geometry opti-
mization, and (iv) the hMOR(23)jNaj6wi model where the
chemical shielding tensor is averaged along the MD trajectory
obtained for a solvated Na+ cation. While the Al environment
used for chemical shi calculations is represented by a single
structure (corresponding to 0 K) for models (i)–(iii), the chem-
ical shi calculated for the last model corresponds to Al envi-
ronment represented by an MD trajectory at 300 K. Chemical
shis calculated with the MOR(23)jbgcj0w model are in the
range of 50–56 ppm (Fig. 2). The chemical shi obtained for Al
in T4 is in good agreement with experimental results, while the
chemical shis found for Al in T1 and T2 positions are too small
(<50 ppm) compared with the experimental value around
56 ppm.14 The advantage of the simple background-charge
model is a relatively symmetrical environment of framework
Al (not perturbed by the presence of a cation) that is reected by
9104 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9101–9113
low Cq values (around 3 MHz, Table S2†). However, there are
numerous disadvantages of this model that are revealed by
comparison with the results obtained with more sophisticated
models.

The effect of the explicit charge-compensating cation (with
respect to background charge) is clearly visible from the
comparison of chemical shis obtained with MOR(23)jbgcj0w
and MOR(23)jNaj0w models (Fig. 2). Na+ cations are closely
attached to framework oxygen atoms of (AlO4/2)

− tetrahedra
(Fig. S5†), which thus affect the Al–O–Si angles (and thus the
electron density on the Al nucleus) and introduce additional
anisotropy on framework Al. Consequently, the presence of Na+

leads to increased chemical shis by 3–4 ppm towards experi-
mentally observed values and to increased anisotropy, leading
to larger Cq values (above 5MHz). Moreover, the presence of Na+

results also in qualitative changes: (i) chemical shis for Al in
individual T sites are in a different order to those obtained with
the bgc model, showing that the interpretation of experimental
data depends on the model used. (ii) There are two signals from
Al in the T1 site. Due to the complex structure of MOR, Al in
some T positions can be charge-compensated by Na+ cations
approaching (AlO4/2)

− tetrahedron from different channels
(Fig. S5†), which may result in rather different chemical shis.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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If such structures have similar energies, they may both be
observed in the NMR spectra when they do not interchange on
the time scale of the NMR measurements. Two distinctly
different values of chemical shis due to the single framework
Al atom will be denoted “d-doublets”. Within the MOR(23)j
Naj0w model the d-doublet is reported for Al in T1, showing
shis at 53 and 60 ppm for Na+ compensating Al from the main
channel and from the limiting 8R channel along [0 0 1],
respectively. For Al in other T-sites there is either a larger energy
difference between the most stable Na+ and other Na+ sites (T3
and T4), or the d-doublets are close together (T2) (Fig. S5†).
Thus, only one value of d is reported in Fig. 2 for those Al
positions.

The effect of cation solvation is apparent from the compar-
ison of chemical shis obtained with MOR(23)jNaj0w and
MOR(23)jNaj6w models (Fig. 2). Interaction of Na+ with water
weakens the interaction of Na+ with framework oxygen atoms of
the (AlO4/2)

− tetrahedron, relaxing Al–O–Si angles and partially
decreasing the anisotropy of Al environment (Cq < 5 MHz, Table
S2†). There are two distinctly different solvationmodes of Na+ in
MOR channels: (i) partial Na+ solvation where the Na+ rst
coordination shell consists of 2–3 framework oxygen atoms and
of 3–4 water molecules (le column in Fig. S6†). (ii) Full Na+

solvation, where the Na+ cation moves towards the center of the
channel system, loses coordination with framework oxygen
atoms and its rst coordination shell consists solely of water
molecules; there are 4–6 water molecules in the rst coordina-
tion shell, depending on the void space available (right column
in Fig. S6†). The energy difference between partially and fully
solvated Na+ structures is above 20 kJ mol−1 in favor of partially
solvated structures, except the case of Al in T1, where the fully
solvated structure is only 7 kJ mol−1 higher than corresponding
partially solvated structure (Fig. S5†). Therefore, chemical shis
of both structures for Al in T1 are reported in Fig. 2 together
with chemical shis of partially solvated structures for other Al
positions. The cation solvation leads to a large spread of
calculated chemical shis (between 51 and 62 ppm) and there
are also qualitative changes in relative peak positions due to Na+

solvation.
The most complex model considered here is the dynamic

model of solvated sodium form of MOR, the hMOR(23)jNaj6wi
model. Instead of using a single structure, the one with
minimum energy and corresponding to 0 K, the chemical
shielding tensor is calculated as an average along the MD
trajectory (represented by 100 or more equidistant snapshots).
Thus, the sampling is over the structures populated at given
temperature (300 K used in this study). The consideration of
temperature-induced dynamics does affect d values signi-
cantly, changes from −5 to +4 ppm are reported in Fig. 2.
Calculated chemical shis are in the range of 52–59 ppm, in
excellent agreement with experiment. The existence of both
partially and fully solvated Na+ structures discussed for static
0 K model above also holds for the dynamic 300 K model:
d values for both partially and fully solvated structures are re-
ported in Fig. 2. The differences between partially and fully
solvated Na+ are shown for Al in T3 in Fig. 2. When the Na+

cation charge-compensates Al from the space-limited 8R
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
channel, there is no space for water to fully solvate such
a cation; instead Na+ sits in the same position throughout the
MD simulation (Na–Al distance reported in Fig. 2) and chemical
shi remains unchanged. In contrast, Na+ compensating Al in
T3 from the opposite side (main channel window) can become
fully solvated and Na–Al distances along the MD trajectory show
that partially and fully solvated situations interchange during
the MD simulations. Na+ in the limiting 8R channel along [001]
results in d = 56 ppm while Na+ in the main channel gives d =

52 ppm.MD simulations indicate that the differences in average
energies U obtained for both structures are less than
30 kJ mol−1 (Fig. S7†). The existence of framework Al showing d-
doublets is not limited to Al in T3 site and hMOR(23)jNaj6wi
model; it is rather general and corresponding situations are
shown in Fig. 2, where d values obtained for fully solvated
cations are marked with a star.

Results reported in Fig. 2 clearly show that relative values of
chemical shis obtained for Al in different T-sites depend
qualitatively on the model complexity. We conclude that reli-
able interpretation of experimental spectra (an assignment of
framework Al positions in particular) can only be obtained with
models considering both experimentally relevant amounts of
water and temperature uctuations, as is demonstrated with
the hMOR(23)jNaj6wi model.

Quantication of Si/Al ratio, cation type and temperature
effects in MOR

Using the dynamic model we have investigated the following
effects (Fig. S8†): (i) Si/Al ratio (and corresponding extra-
framework cation concentration), (ii) type of cation – Na+ vs.
H+, and (iii) temperature. Models of MOR with the Si/Al = 23,
11, and 7 (consisting of 3, 2, and 1 Al in UC, respectively) were
used. Both hMOR(11)jNaj5wi and hMOR(7)jNaj5wi models give
very similar hdi values as the hMOR(23)jNaj6wimodel for signals
corresponding to partially solvated structures. Spectra obtained
for MOR with lower Si/Al become less complex, since there is
not enough water to fully solvate all Na+ cations, i.e. only partial
solvation of the cations is possible. ForMOR in H-form, all three
protons may be solvated, but dynamic simulations show that
a rapid equilibrium between solvated and unsolvated protons is
established in the T1 and T3 sites, leading to an averaging of
chemical shis between congurations and thus a qualitatively
different order of peaks from the results found for Na-form of
MOR. Finally, Fig. S8† shows that temperature effects are always
important for hydrated zeolites; they are less important for
a completely dry zeolite as seen by comparison between
MOR(23)jNaj0w vs. hMOR(23)jNaj0wi models.

The role of zeolite topology – the simple zeolite CHA

A very strong dependence of calculated chemical shis on the
model complexity clearly demonstrated above contradicts some
conclusions drawn in previous computational studies. Various
effects including suitability of exchange–correlation functional,
Si/Al ratio, supercell or the nature of the extra-framework
cations have been investigated, typically for zeolites with just
a single T-site or with just a 1-D channel system.28,30,31 Before in
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9101–9113 | 9105
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depth discussion of some discrepancies, we present the results
obtained for CHA zeolite, a commonly used zeolite in both
experimental and computational investigations, which has high
symmetry and only one symmetry inequivalent T-site.

With the exception of dehydrated H-CHA, chemical shis
calculated with all CHA models fall within 2 ppm and the
agreement is even better when we compare results obtained
with simpler static models (Fig. 3 and Table S3†). There is
a small and systematic effect of temperature showing up to
2 ppm increased values of hdi with respect to corresponding
static d values. The anomalously small values of chemical shis
found for dehydrated H-CHA(11) (Fig. 3) are due to the larger
average Al–O bond length and aAl–O–Si angle at the Brønsted site,
which is in turn due to the lack of proton solvation (Table S5†).

Results for CHA indicates that the model sophistication does
not affect the chemical shi values signicantly and that the
position of charge-compensating cation with respect to frame-
work Al does not inuence the aluminum local environment
enough to lead to appreciable changes of chemical shis. The
only exception is the Hj0w model, which describes dehydrated
H-CHA and gives both d and hdi values about 5 ppm lower than
other models. However, this is the “invisible” peak known to
experiment. The presence of a proton in the BAS site results in
Fig. 3 Models used for 27Al NMR calculations and chemical shifts calcula
for the CHA(11)jNaj5w model). Chemical shifts are denoted by black bars
shown on the same color background. For dehydrated Na-CHA, hydrat
shown on a lighter background for static d and a darker background f
respectively. In the CHA(11)jNaj5wmodel, the fully solvated Na+ cation is d
themost stable BAS configuration. The orange plot in the bottom row sho
maximum of the MQMAS spectrum from ref. 15.

9106 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9101–9113
high anisotropy of the aluminum environment (reected by
a large Cq value, Table S3†). The value of Cq is calculated to be
around 20 MHz, which is in accord with the experimental
observation that the BAS site Al is not seen under dehydrated
conditions.46–48 Upon proton solvation in the CHA cage (Hj5w
model), calculated chemical shis are in line with the results
obtained with other models and the Cq values decreases to 1.4
MHz (Pq = 1.6 MHz), thus making the peak visible. By
comparison, the experimental quadrupolar product Pq, Cq(1 +
h2/3)1/2 is found to be 1–2 MHz for a BAS site in MFI.17

Inspection of MD trajectories obtained for the hCHA(11)j
Naj5wi model shows that in addition to fully solvated Na+,
a partially solvated Na+ mode occurs (Fig. 3), which is about
10 kJ mol−1 higher in energy than fully solvated Na+ (Table S3†),
from static calculations. While the Na–Al distance for the two
modes differs by as much as 2 Å, the corresponding averaged hdi
values are within 1.6 ppm. Corresponding static calculations
(optimized structure for fully and partially solvated Na+) also
give a difference in d of 1.6 ppm. Additional MD simulations
indicate that the average energies E obtained for fully and
partially solvated Na+ are very similar (Fig. S9†), thus, the
chemical shielding tensor should be averaged over a sufficiently
long simulation to properly sample both types of Na+ solvation
ted for CHA(11) zeolite with constant volume (V = 796.35 Å3, optimized
. The bgc model is shown in a gray frame and corresponding d value is
ed Na-CHA, dehydrated H-CHA and hydrated H-CHA(*), d values are
or averaged hdi values, in the colors yellow, green, orange and blue,
istinguishedwith an asterisk. MD averaging of dwas performed only for
ws the experimental MAS NMR,5 while the dotted line refers to the peak

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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modes at their proper occupation probabilities. Over the
simulations performed here (50 ps duration), the average shi
is 62.4 ppm. The calculated Cq values reect the higher
symmetry of the Al environment upon solvation, decreasing
from 6.7 MHz (Pq = 7.0 MHz) for dehydrated Na-CHA to 3.2
MHz (Pq = 3.2 MHz) for the fully solvated conguration. This
overestimates, but agrees with the trend from experiment,
which shows that hydration leads to a Pq decrease from 4.2 MHz
to 1.8 MHz.49

In summary, chemical shis calculated for CHA(11) are not
signicantly affected by the model parameters. Only a small
decrease of d and d with the UC volume increase is found, with
a variation of only around 2 ppm over the full range of optimal
cell volumes considered (Fig. 4). Furthermore, for a given water
loading, the range of volumes is smaller still, and thus the
variation of the chemical shielding is less than 2 ppm (Table
S7†). The effect of temperature, obtained by averaging of
shielding tensors along the MD trajectory, gives up to 2 ppm
increase of the chemical shi. While the effect of H+ solvation is
signicant, the solvation of Na+ charge-compensating cation
does not have any effect, either on d or hdi values.
Discussion
Interpreting the structure–shielding relationship

A simple relationship between the 27Al chemical shi and the
geometry of (AlO4/2)

− tetrahedron was proposed by Lippmaa for
Al-rich zeolites more than three decades ago.50 A linear depen-
dence of d on averaged T–O–T angle is understandable,
assuming that the Al–O distances do not change appreciably in
zeolites.51 This correlation has been used in many studies,
including assignment of experimental 27Al chemical shis to Al
Fig. 4 The effect of the UC size and parameters on calculated chemical s
in CHA(11)jNaj0w along with the relative energy variation. The yellow bac
CHA with Si/Al from N to 11, including all charge-compensation mode
denotes the volume from the IZA database; (b) changes of Cq and hwith v
MOR using various supercells, highlighting the importance of local struc

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
in the particular framework position (based on the T–O–T
angles from diffraction measurements).31,52,53 It has been found
useful in some studies and rather inaccurate in other studies, in
particular in high-silica zeolites.19,20,53

Using a sub-sample of 1466 structures from MD simulations
carried out for dehydrated and hydrated CHA in both H- and Na-
forms, the correlation between chemical shielding s and
average Al–O–Si angle is plotted in Fig. 5. It is immediately
apparent that Lippmaa's one-parameter (T–O–T angle) correla-
tion50 provides only a rough correlation (R2 = 0.36), even for the
simple CHA zeolite and it cannot be used for the assignment of
27Al NMR spectra (Fig. 5). Since the electron density on the
nucleus must primarily depend on the local geometry, we have
analyzed the effects of local geometrical descriptors on s by
LASSO regression. Here, we used LASSO for the selection of as
few as possible physically interpretable features, such as bond
distances and angles, to obtain a simple linear structure–s
correlation for detailed analysis of the MD trajectories. Out of
twelve geometrical descriptors considered, only two were found
to be important (Table S1 and Fig. S1†): the averaged Al–O bond
lengths (dAl–O) and the averaged Al–O–Si angle (aAl–O–Si):

s = c1dAl–O + c2aAl–O–Si + c3 (2)

with coefficients c1 = 180.60 ppm Å−1; c2 = 0.800 ppm per
degree; c3 = 64.15 ppm. Eqn (2) provides signicantly improved
agreement with shieldings obtained from ab initio calculations
for both zeolites tested (R2 = 0.89) and, due to its simplicity, it
also provides the opportunity to understand shieldings in terms
of only a few local geometrical descriptors. Furthermore, the
error resulting from the use of eqn (2) is smaller than errors
resulting from the simple models (Fig. 5). Nevertheless, it
hifts. (a) The calculated d as a function of isotropic cell volume variation
kground covers the full volume range obtained at the PBE-D3 level for
ls and hydration degrees (see also Tables S7 and S8†). The grey bar
olume for the same zeolite model. (c) Calculated 27Al chemical shifts in
ture and Si/Al ratio over supercell size.

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9101–9113 | 9107
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Fig. 5 (a) 27Al chemical shielding s as a function of average Al–O distances dAl–O and Al–O–Si angles aAl–O–Si of (AlO4/2) tetrahedra. Shaded area
represents the linear regression model (see eqn (2)). (b) Correlation between LASSO linear regression model (see eqn (2)) and DFT 27Al chemical
shielings (R2 = 0.89). (c) Correlation between 27Al chemical shielding (s) with aAl–O–Si as proposed by Lippmaa,50 using DFT reference data (d)
correlation between linear regression model according to Lippmaa,50 and DFT 27Al chemical shielings, showing a weak relationship (R2 = 0.36).
Note, mean absolute (MAE) and root mean squared error (RMSE) are in units of ppm.
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should be noted that this improved correlation requires aver-
aging over many congurations via dynamical simulations, and
thus is not a suitable tool for predicting Al positions in a zeolite
from a static model. This model, based on LASSO regression, is
designed to reduce errors due to overtting, by excluding
parameters which contribute least to the t. An example of the
generality of the t can be found in ref. 54, in which a two
parameter t was found to apply also to a high silica MFI model.
More accurate shielding (tensor) predictions can be achieved
using, e.g., Kernel Ridge Regression54,55 or (equivariant) neural
networks.56,57 However, these ML methods use high-
dimensional descriptors, making a physical interpretation of
the structure–s correlation difficult. This is in contrast to the
correlation given in eqn (2) which uses simple distances and
angles as input.
9108 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9101–9113
It is notable that individual geometrical descriptors, as well
as calculated shieldings vary signicantly along the MD trajec-
tory as is shown in Fig. S10 and S11,† for CHA and MOR,
respectively. Fluctuations of chemical shielding depend on the
model used, and the largest are observed for Na-zeolites with
water (about 20 ppm). While under hydrated conditions, Na+

gives larger uctuations than H+, due to the larger range of
partial solvation congurations, the opposite is true in the
dehydrated case, where Na+ is more xed than H+ and gives
a smaller uctuation. The thermal effects do not depend only on
the zeolite framework itself but also on the volume and shape of
the channel void space in the vicinity of individual Al atoms.
The extent of Na+ solvation depends on the zeolite topology and
particular position of framework Al and the resulting distance
between Al and Na indirectly affects the chemical shielding
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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(dominantly via changes in averaged aAl–O–Si angles, Fig. S5, S6,
Tables S5 and S6†).
Effect of the UC size and volume

It is known, by the structure–shielding relationship obtained
above and experimental studies that NMR is sensitive to the
local geometrical parameters. Al substitution expands the unit
cell, as the equilibrium Al–O bond length is greater than that of
the Si–O bond. Therefore, we investigated the effect of UC size
and volume on chemical shi and Cq.

First, we optimized the UC of different models of CHA(11)
(Fig. S3†). This leads to a volume change of up to 20 Å3 with
respect to the volume of 796.35 Å3 obtained for solvated Na-
CHA, for which the shis were presented in Fig. 3. The
volume change upon cell optimization results in only up to
a 2 ppm change in chemical shi (Table S7† in bold). It is
worthwhile to note that the results of the metastable protonic
cases do not always follow the tendency of the volume change.
For example, CHA(11)jHj0w with BAS on O2 (9.1 kJ mol−1 energy
higher than the most stable case) shows around 2 ppm higher
d and 14 Å3 larger volume. This is due to the hydrogen bonding
interaction between the proton in the BAS site and an adjacent
oxygen atom of the framework,58,59 which affect the chemical
shis muchmore signicantly than the volume change. Overall,
the volume changes upon moving between models at xed Si/Al
ratio are relatively small in CHA, and their effect on the chem-
ical shis is also fairly small, and within the range that is due to
proton location, cation solvation and thermal effects.

To systematically gauge the volume effect, we isotropically
varied the UC volume for a representative model (CHA(11)j
Naj0w) over the volume range from 810 to 760 Å3. The dehy-
drated Na-CHA model was chosen because it is the simplest
case, avoiding the complicated effect of water conguration and
the signicant effect of the BAS sites in H-CHA. The selected
volume range extends far below the equilibrium UC volumes for
all CHA(11) models considered, which are recorded in Table
S7.† Over this range, geometrical parameters, chemical shield-
ing and chemical shis and contribution of individual terms of
eqn (2) are summarized in Table S4.† The chemical shi
increases linearly from 61 to 66 ppmwith decreasing UC volume
within the range. This is in-line with the 10 ppm range found by
Goltl et al.30 for a volume change in range of 800–880 Å3.
However, it is important to note that we never observe a volume
change of such a large magnitude for any CHAmodel, including
those of different Si/Al ratios ranging from 11 to innity. The
increase of chemical shi is dominantly (80%) due to decreased
average aAl–O–Si angle (from 143 to 139°) and partially due to
small decrease of dAl–O distance (0.005 Å). Values of individual
descriptors obtained with various models are shown in Table
S5† for CHA and in Table S6† for Al in four T-sites in MOR. The
range of Cq and h change slightly over the volume range
considered, only about 0.3 MHz increase and 0.1 decrease with
the volume, respectively (Fig. 4b).

The effect of the supercell and Si/Al ratio on calculated
chemical shis in Si-rich systems is shown in Fig. 4c. Shis
calculated with the MOR unit cell (24 T atoms, Si/Al = 23) are
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
compared with those obtained with supercells repeated along
the c and a lattice vectors (Si/Al = 47). Chemical shis obtained
with the model of dehydrated Na-MOR, MOR(23)jNaj0w, do not
depend on the supercell, except the chemical shi for Al in T4
position calculated with (1 × 1 × 2) supercell and Si/Al = 47.
However, this is an effect of the Si/Al ratio and not of the
supercell size, as is revealed by calculations with (1 × 1 × 2)
supercell and Si/Al = 23. The lower Si/Al ratio leads to Al–(O–
Si)2–O–Al sequences which are different from the isolated Al
site,60 but the (1 × 1 × 2) supercell with Si/Al = 47 removes that
sequence and only the “isolated Al site” remains. This is sup-
ported by the nding that the spectrum from the 2 × 1 × 1
supercell with Si/Al = 47 agrees with the result with Al/Si = 23.
Thus, it is essential to maintain the Si/Al ratio similar to the
experimental one. The effect of the supercell on the results
obtained with the simple MOR(23)jbgcj0w model is also shown
in Fig. 4c and it is evident that such a model is problematic,
since the relative order of chemical shis for individual Al
positions depends on the choice of the supercell. We conclude
that the pure supercell effect is relatively small, changing
chemical shis by less than 2 ppm in both MOR (Fig. 4c) and
CHA (Fig. S12†). However, other effects confound this: (i) the Si/
Al ratio, (ii) the cell symmetry, and (iii) the length of the Al–(O–
Si)n–O–Al sequence. At high Si/Al ratios, Al becomes isolated60

and the symmetry and Al pairing effects will become negligible.
However, the aluminum content at which this point is reached
will depend on the framework topology.
Cation solvation

Hydration leads to solvation of the charge-compensating
cations, increasing the symmetry around the Lewis acid
sites,61 which leads to a decrease of the electric eld gradient at
Al atoms. For example, the value of Cq for MOR(23)jNaj6w is up
to 4 MHz less than for MOR(23)jNaj0w cases (Table S2†), and
there is a 2 MHz decrease of Cq between CHA(11)jNaj0w and
CHA(11)jNaj5w models. Furthermore, the high value of Cq in
protonic systems, which leads in practice to the phenomenon of
invisible Al, is reduced upon solvation-induced symmetrisation,
causing the signal to re-appear. This phenomenon has been
proven in our calculations and prior works.62 The results for
CHA (Table S3†) and MOR (Table S2†) show that operando
modelling with water and considering the dynamic effect
improve the accuracy of the Cq prediction.

In general, the effect of the hydrated counter-cation on the
local geometry of the AlO4 tetrahedron in hydrated silicon-rich
zeolites, and thus on their 27Al isotropic chemical shi is
negligible, as shown in previous studies with static calcula-
tions.19,63 Very similar chemical shis were experimentally
found for ZSM-5 exchanged with different cations (Na, Li and
H)19 and it was concluded that in hydrated zeolites all cations
are solvated, minimizing their effect on framework Al. This is
commonly used in the literature as a justication of the use of
background charge models in computational studies of Al
NMR.16,30,31,64 For example, Dědeček et al. explained that the
isotropic chemical shielding depends primarily on the local
structure around Al and so the solvent and counterions do not
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9101–9113 | 9109
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affect the shielding by “through space” effects under hydrated
conditions.19 However, this is only true if the cations can be
considered to be fully solvated. This condition is not always
met, even in hydrated samples, as the level of solvation is
related to both the topology of the structure and the Si/Al ratio.
We have observed in previous works that full solvent loading,
considered to be approximately 1 g cm−3 water in the zeolite
micropores, is insufficient to solvate even a single proton in
cases where the pore volume is sufficiently small.4 Furthermore,
the increasing concentration of cations with decreasing Si/Al
results in fewer water molecules per cation and, consequently,
only partially solvated structures appear.65 Such partially
solvated cations affect the chemical shi by changing the local
structure of the framework around Al.

Finally, different cation distributions can co-exist around
a single Al site, with similar energies and hindered inter-
conversion between minima, leading to multiple peaks for the
same Al, which we term d-multiplets. For example, in T1 and T2 in
MOR, both sites show two different congurations with similar
energy (Fig. S5†) but the cations can be solvated to different levels,
due to the local environment around the cation. This is also proven
by the work of Maurin et al.66 Both of these sites suffer from the
presence of d-doublets, whichmay be visible on theNMR spectrum
and complicate the assignment of peaks to individual Al atoms.

Conclusions

Our work shows that operando modeling of 27Al NMR spectra of
zeolites, taking into account Si/Al, cation type and hydration
degree, is required in order to obtain qualitatively and quanti-
tatively correct results for complex zeolites, such as MOR. It has
been shown here that testing model performance on simple
zeolites such as CHA is not sufficient and may lead to qualita-
tively wrong conclusions, particularly when the framework is
relatively symmetric and stiff and extra-framework cation
positions are well dened, e.g., zeolites with a d6r unit. First, for
rigid frameworks it does not matter how the geometrical
parameters are modeled, no appreciable changes in NMR are
seen and, second, cations such as Na+ preferably occupy posi-
tions in the six-ring, so that cation solvation occurs only when
a relatively large amount of water is available. However, the
results presented above show that it is in general, relatively
straightforward to model the spectra for a particular Al distri-
bution in the zeolite, provided the appropriate model and
method is selected: Al distribution determines the cation
coordination to the framework (either metal cation or proton)
and the amount of water in the sample determines the degree of
solvation of the cation. NMR tensors can then be obtained as an
average taken over the course of an MD simulation (Fig. 1).

Fortunately, calculations of 27Al chemical shis along the
MD trajectory can be avoided and replaced by a simple two-
parameter correlation. Thus, the major computational bottle-
neck is the ab initioMD run, which is currently feasible for tens
of ps only. If longer runs or if too many Al congurations are
required for a particular study, MD simulations can be possibly
performed with reliable machine learning potentials (MLPs), as
recently demonstrated, e.g., for siliceous and aluminosilicate
9110 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9101–9113
zeolites.65,67,68 This will alleviate the sampling problem which
currently hinders dynamical simulations, by extending the
available timescales by several orders of magnitude. Neverthe-
less, the training and testing of MLPs is not straightforward and
issues of transferability of MLPs between zeolites of various
compositions, topologies, counterions and water content
remain an active area of development.65

It is likely that conclusions drawn here regarding the
necessity of operando modelling for 27Al NMR spectra can be
generalized also for other zeolite extra-framework and frame-
work elements (Si and O in particular) and even for different
solids. The importance of operando modeling for zeolites is
enhanced by the fact that zeolites are microporous materials
and they contain water in their channels. Channel topology
offers a variety of sites and coordination environments for extra-
framework cations and, in addition, the solubility of individual
cations also depends on the zeolite topology. It is therefore
difficult to make any predictions without explicitly accounting
for system-specic composition and temperature effects.

In case of zeolites with relatively low number of possible
framework Al congurations, the experimental spectra can be
(in principle) assigned based on the match with the simulated
spectra, e.g., in case of high-silica zeolites. With increasing
amount of framework Al it becomes more difficult since larger
number of possible congurations can occur, e.g., various types
of Al pairs. This situation is also obscured by the fact that with
increasing amount of charge-compensating cations the water
available in the channel system will not be able to solvate all
cations. It remains to be seen for which samples it is possible to
identify the conguration of framework aluminum from 27Al
NMR alone. More work and collaboration between experiment
and theory is required in this respect.
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